Abstract-As the logic capacity of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) increases, they are increasingly being used to implement large arithmetic-intensive applications, which often contain a large proportion of datapath circuits. Since datapath circuits usually consist of regularly structured components (called bitslices) which are connected together by regularly structured signals (called buses), it is possible to utilize datapath regularity in order to achieve significant area savings through FPGA architectural innovations. This paper describes such an FPGA routing architecture, called the multibit routing architecture, which employs busbased connections in order to exploit datapath regularity. It is experimentally shown that, compared to conventional FPGA routing architectures, the multibit routing architecture can achieve 14% routing area reduction for implementing datapath circuits, which represents an overall FPGA area savings of 10%. This paper also empirically determines the best values of several important architectural parameters for the new routing architecture including the most area efficient granularity values and the most area efficient proportion of bus-based connections.
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I. INTRODUCTION
F IELD-PROGRAMMABLE gate arrays (FPGAs) that process multiple bits of data at a time are an alternative architectural approach for implementing datapath circuits on reconfigurable hardware that presents new opportunities for exploiting datapath regularity. In particular, multibit processing increases the number of signals that can be grouped and routed as buses and, consequently, can be effectively used to reduce the number of programmable routing connections in an FPGA. This reduction in programmable connections can lead to substantial decreases in the number of routing switches and result in significant increases in FPGA routing density. Referred to as multibit FPGAs in this paper, the detailed implementation of these devices often consists of logic blocks that can process several bits of data at a time and routing resources that connect these logic blocks together. By processing wide data formats, these FPGAs become especially efficient at implementing large arithmetic-intensive datapath circuits including computer graphics, multimedia, digital signal processing, and Internet routing applications. Several multibit FPGA architectures have been proposed in the past [1] - [12] with a wide range of routing architecture designs; and, in this work, we focus on the problem of incorporating bus-based connections into segmented-style routing resources [13] . In particular, we propose a specific routing architecture, called the multibit routing architecture, and empirically evaluate its area efficiency. The result obtained is highly relevant to the current FPGA research due to the fact that many state-of-the-art commercial FPGAs (including the Altera Flex, Stratix, and Cyclone series [14] and Xilinx 5200, Virtex, and Spartan families [15] of FPGAs) use similarly styled routing resources and, with their ever-increasing logic capacity, commercial FPGAs are being increasingly used to implement large datapath-intensive applications.
It is essential to have a set of automated design tools to make effective use of multibit architectures. A set of datapath-oriented computer-aided design (CAD) tools, including synthesis, packing, placement, and routing tools, have been developed at the University of Toronto; and in this paper, these tools are used to investigate the area efficiency of the multibit routing architecture by experimentally determining the best granularity values and the best amount of bus-based connections for the proposed routing architecture. Extensive research [16] - [21] has been conducted in the past in order to determine the best structures for various conventional FPGA routing architectures. These studies have shown the importance of routing architecture on the overall area-efficiency of FPGAs. None of the studies, however, have explored bus-based connections, which require the preservation of datapath regularity (all these studies use conventional CAD algorithms, which destroy the regularity of datapath circuits and essentially turn datapath into finite state machine-like netlists of "randomly" connected logic gates). In this study, a set of datapath-oriented algorithms [22] - [24] is used, which preserve a great amount of user-specified regularity. The preserved regularity, in turn, is used in the investigation of the area efficiency of the proposed routing architecture.
An early version of this paper appeared in [25] . This work augments that work with the addition of an extended analytical section and additional analysis on the experimental results. Another closely related work in [26] explores the design space of bus-based connections in a limited way by using several simplifying architectural assumptions. In this work, we perform a much more extensive search of the entire architectural design space to more accurately determine the most area efficient values of several important architectural parameters including the best granularity of the bus-based connections. An analytical analysis is also performed to determine the maximum theoretical benefit of bus-based connections on FPGA routing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II motivates the multibit routing architecture design by describing the advantages of the bus-based routing connections in implementing datapath circuits. Section III presents the multibit routing architecture in detail. Section IV presents the experimental results on the area efficiency of the proposed routing architecture, and Section V gives concluding remarks.
II. BUS-BASED ROUTING CONNECTIONS
The multibit routing architecture that we will explore is designed as a tile-based FPGA architecture and is structurally similar to the segmented-style FPGA tiles, which were described in detail in [13] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a segmented-style tile consists of a logic block, two routing channels, and a switch block. The logic block is designed as a generalized version of the logic blocks used by the Altera FLEX 8K and FLEX 10K series of FPGAs, and is assumed to contain output pins and input pins. The routing resources (consisting of the routing channels and the switch block), on the other hand, are similar to the Xilinx 5200, Virtex, and Spartan families of FPGAs; and each routing channel is assumed to contain routing tracks. Various resources in the tile are connected together through four types of programmable routing connections, including the input connections, the output connections, the full-switch block connections, and the half-switch block connections. The logic block input pins are connected to the routing tracks through the input connections; and each pin has connections, where represents the fraction of tracks in a routing channel that the pin is connected to. Overall, the total number of input connections per tile is equal to . Similarly, logic block output pins are connected to the routing tracks through the output connections; and the total number of output connections per tile is equal to , where is equal to the fraction of tracks in a routing channel that an output pin is connected to.
Each routing track in a routing channel is composed of a series of wire segments and each segment extends across logic blocks. As shown in Fig. 2 , a wire segment drives several other wire segments at its ends and at a selected set of internal locations. The set of end connections for the segment (including the driving buffer) as shown in Fig. 2(a) are called a full-switch block connection and the total number of full-switch block connections per tile is a function of the topology of the switch blocks. For the most commonly used switch , and the disjoint switch block topology.
As in previous studies [13] , in this paper the active area (the area consumed by transistors) is used to estimate the overall area consumed by various FPGA routing resources; and this area is measured as the number of minimum width transistors based on the following formula:
Drive Strength of the Current Trans. Drive Strength of Min. Width Trans.
(1) Based on the formula, Table I also lists the total active area consumed by the FPGA tiles and the total area consumed by their routing connections in columns 6 and 7, respectively. The total connection area as a percentage of the total FPGA area is shown in column 8. As shown, like the connection count, the connection area as a percentage of the total FPGA area increases with increasing . For small channel widths, the programmable routing connections consist of 10% to 20% of the total FPGA area; for large channel widths, on the other hand, the connection area consists of over 70% of the total FPGA area. Most importantly, for the channel width of 20 to 40, which are the typical track counts for the given architecture parameters (i.e., the number of tracks needed to make the circuits route), the programmable routing connections consume a substantial amount (between 55% and 67%) of the total FPGA area. (Note that for the active area calculations, all transistors in the tile are properly sized using the methodology outlined in [13] .) The large amount of area consumed by the routing connections motivates the multibit routing architecture design, which uses more sparse bus-based connections in place of the denser, conventional, bit-based connections. The area advantage of the bus-based connections over bit-based connections is best illustrated through an example. Consider implementing the simple 4-bit-slice datapath circuit, shown in Fig. 3(a) , using copies of a conventional FPGA tile, shown in Fig. 3(b) ; and also assume that each logic block (will be called the conventional logic block in the remainder of this paper) is just large enough to accommodate a single bit-slice of the circuit. Fig. 4 shows the conventional FPGA implementation and, as shown, one needs a minimum of four FPGA tiles with four routing tracks per channel in order to implement the logic and transport the input and output signals of the circuit. Overall, these four tiles consume 16 input connections, 16 output connections, 32 full-switch block connections, and 16 half-switch block connections.
On the other hand, using bus-based connections, one can create a larger FPGA tile that encompasses the entire 4-bit wide circuit by quadrupling the logic capacity of the logic block to create a multibit logic block (by grouping four conventional logic blocks together) and substituting each individual wire in the original tile by a 4-bit wide routing bus. Overall, two buses per channel are needed in order to implement the same circuit and the resulting architecture, shown in Fig. 5 , contains only 8 input connections, 8 output connections, 16 full-switch block connections, and 8 half-switch block connections-which is equivalent to an overall reduction of 50% for each type of routing connection. Note that this reduction is due to the fact that routing resources are grouped into buses and programmable connections are only provided for resources that have the same bit positions in their buses.
In general, the basic building block of an FPGA tile with bus-based routing connections is an -bit wide multibit logic block, where is called the granularity (defined as the number of conventional logic blocks that a multibit logic block contains) of the tile. This logic block should have the same logic capacity as conventional logic blocks; and its corresponding routing resources should be constructed out of -bit wide buses. This means that each routing channel should routing buses, where each bus will contain routing tracks. The input and output pins of the multibit logic block should also be grouped into -bit wide buses (called input buses and output buses, respectively); and all the buses are connected together in the same way that individual wires are connected together in a conventional FPGA. So in terms of bus-based connections, and represent the fraction of routing buses in a routing channel that each input bus and output bus are connected to, respectively, represents the number of multibit logic blocks that each wire segment extends across, and the switch blocks of the bus-based connections are created by applying conventional switch block topologies to routing buses instead of individual routing tracks.
Using these architecture parameters, one can generalize the above example to a set of ideal datapath circuits, which can be best modeled as networks of -bit wide datapath components that are randomly connected by -bit wide buses. (Each datapath component is defined to be bit-slices.) In general, if a datapath component and its associated signals can be implemented by a set of conventional FPGA tiles arranged in a square with tracks per channel, the same circuit can also be implemented by a single FPGA tile with bus-based connections. Specifically, the granularity of the tile, should be equal to , and the logic capacity of the multibit logic block should be times of the logic capacity of a conventional FPGA logic block. Finally, each routing channel of the tile should contain -bit wide routing buses, where . (Note that it is assumed that the formulas for and apply equally well for both the integer and the fractional values of .)
Column 3 of Table II shows the average active area required to implement a single FPGA tile with bus-based connections for a variety of granularity values and column 5 lists the area required to implement the corresponding conventional FPGA tiles. These calculations are based on the following architectural parameters:
, and . We also assume disjoint switch blocks and and for the conventional FPGA logic blocks. Column 6 shows the area reduction of the bus-based connections over the bit-based connections. As shown, FPGA tiles with bus-based connections consume significantly less implementation area as their conventional counter parts and this area reduction increases with increasing . For example, for the area reduction is around 14% and for , the area reduction can be as much as 66%. Furthermore, the area reduction can be further increased through the sharing of configuration memory among each set of bus-based connections (as shown in Fig. 6 ) to take advantage of the identical routing paths that signals take in buses. Assuming configuration memory sharing, Table III shows that the total area reduction can be increased to 20% for and 70% for . Note that the above comparison assumes the same parameter values, including , and , for both types of FPGA tiles and it did not experimentally search for the best parameter values for either the bit-based or the bus-based tiles. Also, the comparison only considers tiles with either purely bit-based or purely bus-based connections and the bus-based connections can lose area-efficiency when they are used to implement circuits that are less regular than the ideal datapath model (circuits containing singular signals, narrower buses, or connected signals that are from different bit positions of buses). To implement these circuits well, one needs an architecture that can efficiently accommodate irregularities as well as highly utilize datapath regularity.
To address the above issues, the remainder of this paper outlines the detailed structure of a routing architecture, called the multibit routing architecture, which encompasses both bus-based connections and conventional bit-based connections. The area efficiency of the proposed architecture is then empirically studied using a set of automated CAD tools to determine the best granularity values and the most appropriate amount of bus-based connections that the architecture should contain. Finally, the architecture is compared against the conventional FPGA routing architectures for area efficiency based on a set of the most area-efficient parameter values that are experimentally determined for both architectures.
III. MULTIBIT ROUTING ARCHITECTURE
In order to accommodate irregularity, the multibit routing architecture contains both bus-based and bit-based connections. The overall structure of the architecture is shown in Fig. 7 , which consists of a two-dimensional (2-D) array of multibit logic blocks interconnected by horizontal and vertical routing channels. Each logic block contains logic clusters, which is constructed out of a series of basic logic elements (BLEs). Each BLE consists of a lookup table (LUT) and a flip-flop. (Note that the exact structures of the BLEs and the logic clusters are defined in detail in [13] and [28] .) Each routing channel contains two types of routing tracks-the bus-based tracks (grouped into -bit wide routing buses), which only use bus-based connections, and the bit-based tracks, which always use bit-based connections.
The detailed implementations of the input connections, the output connections, and typical examples of the routing switches used in the switch blocks are shown in Figs. 8-10 , respectively. Note that, except the input connections, configuration memory is shared in all bus-based connections in order to further reduce the implementation area. On the other hand, for the input connections, the most area efficient topology, which shares the input multiplexers between the two types of connections, is used instead of sharing the configuration memory.
The set of potential FPGA architectures can be an extremely large design space for any given FPGA architectural definition. For example, 19 architectural parameters are needed in order to completely define the multibit routing architecture and its associated multibit logic blocks. On the other hand, the comparable conventional architecture discussed in Section II can be characterized using fewer design parameters since it is completely bit-based. Nevertheless, 12 architectural parameters are still needed. (Note that each logic block of the conventional architecture is assumed to be a logic cluster.)
This combination of parameters creates a design space that is too large to be explored completely. This study uses a more intelligent exploration strategy where many of these parameters are set to known good values from previous FPGA studies. Care is also taken in the parameter selection process to ensure a fair comparison between the multibit architecture and the conventional architecture. In the remainder of this section, we first define each of the architectural parameters and then justify their settings for both the multibit and the conventional routing architectures.
A. Summary of Architectural Parameters
The 19 architectural parameters that completely define the multibit routing architecture are listed in Table IV . The first column shows the classification of the parameters and column 2 lists the symbol for each. As shown, the parameters are classified into four categories. First, the routing capacity category contains three members, including , and . They characterize the structure of a routing channel. The second category contains four members, including , and . Along with , they completely define the structure of the multibit logic blocks. The third and the fourth category, the connection and switch block parameters, contain five and seven members each and define the structures of the input and output connections and the switch blocks, respectively.
The 12 parameters that describe the conventional routing architecture is a subset of the 19 parameters listed in Table IV , where column 3 of the table indicates if a given architectural parameter also can be used to describe the conventional architecture. Finally, the parameter definition is given in column 4. 
B. Parameter Values
Two sets of parameter settings are used in this study with one for the investigation of the best granularity and the best proportion of bus-based connections and the other for the comparison of the area efficiency between the multibit and the conventional routing architectures. These settings are summarized in Table V , where the classification and the symbol of each parameter are listed in columns 1 and 2, respectively. As shown by column 3, all 19 parameters are involved in the investigation of granularity and proportion, where , and are the output (dependent) variables of the investigation. (LUT size) is set to be 4, since it has been shown to be one of the most efficient LUT sizes [29] , [30] and it is also used in many commercial FPGAs [14] , [15] . and are set to be 4 and 10, respectively, since this combination was shown to be one of the most efficient by [28] and is used in many previous FPGA studies [13] , [19] , [30] - [33] . The setting of and are discussed in more detail later on in the section.
For the remaining parameters, both and are set to be 0.50 and and are set to be 0.25. These values were found to generate good area results by the study done in [13] for bit-based resources. The disjoint switch block topology [27] with and set to be three is used for both the bit-based and the bus-based connections since this is one of the most efficient and widely used topologies for many academic architectures and several commercial ones. A fully buffered global routing architecture is also assumed-all switches in the switch blocks are buffered switches-since buffered switches are widely used in many commercial FPGAs [14] , [15] , [34] . The track length is set to be two for both types of routing tracks since the track length of two, along with the cluster size of four, was found to generate good area results in [13] for conventional FPGAs.
Comparing the area efficiency of the multibit architecture against the conventional architecture requires the definition of two sets of independent architectural parameters. One set describes the multibit architecture and is shown in column 4. The other set describes the comparable conventional architecture and is shown in column 5. For the multibit architecture, and are the output (dependent) variables of the investigation. is set to be 4, since it is shown to be one of the most area efficient granularity values by the granularity investigation. Again, is set to be 4. The rest of the parameters can be classified into two groups-one group including , and , describes the topological features of the architecture, and the other group including , and consists of single numerical values. The topological parameters are set to be the same values as the ones used in the investigation of granularity and proportion. Two of the numerical parameters and , describe the multibit logic block structure and they are also set to be the same values as the ones used to address granularity and proportion.
The remaining numerical parameters describe the multibit routing architecture. As shown in Table V , it is assumed that the architectural parameters that describe the bus-based resources are always equal to their corresponding parameters that describe the bit-based resources. (Note that this assumption allows us to effectively isolate the effects of grouping routing resources into buses from the effects of differentiating these resources into two types-the bus-based and the bit-based resources.) Since the routing resources usually consume the majority of FPGA area, these bit-based parameters, including , and , are systematically searched to ensure that the best possible area results are obtained for the multibit routing architecture. These experimentally determined values will be presented in detail in Section VI.
Similarly, the corresponding numerical parameters of the conventional architecture are also systematically searched to find a set of values that generate the best area and all other parameters are set to be the most area efficient values based on the results of the previous studies.
For the conventional FPGA, the logic block inputs and outputs are assumed to be uniformly distributed around the perimeter of each logic block [13] . This distribution topology takes the advantage of the logical equivalency among the cluster inputs or outputs [13] . An example of the distribution topology is shown in Fig. 11 . Here each number represents either a cluster input or a cluster output.
The multibit architecture uses a similar distribution topology. However, instead of uniformly distributing input or output pins, the input buses and the output buses are uniformly distributed. For the multibit routing architecture, each number in Fig. 11 represents an input/output bus instead of an individual input/output pin. Again, this uniform distribution topology takes the advantage of the logical equivalency among input buses or output buses.
The function of the isolation buffers is to electrically isolate the routing tracks from the input connections. For the conventional routing architecture, each routing track has one isolation buffer for each logic block position that it passes [13] . An example is shown in Fig. 12(a) , where an indicates the presence of an isolation buffer. In the figure, the conventional FPGA consists of four conventional logic blocks, three horizontal routing channels, and three vertical routing channels. There is one routing track in each channel. In total, there are 12 isolation buffers in the figure. In general, the total number of isolation buffers in a conventional architecture can be determined by the following formula: (2) where is the number of routing tracks in each routing channel, is the number of rows of clusters, and is the number of columns of clusters.
For the multibit routing architecture, electrically, it is also sufficient to place only one isolation buffer for every multibit logic block position that a routing track passes. However, this topology gives the multibit routing architecture an unfair area advantage since it needs only half of the isolation buffers as compared with an equivalent conventional architecture. This unfairness is illustrated by Fig. 12(b) , which is a transformation of Fig. 12(a) by grouping four conventional logic blocks into a multibit logic block. As shown, only six isolation buffers are needed for the new architecture. In general, the total number of isolation buffers, , needed in the multibit routing architecture is determined by the formula
Since isolation buffers do not influence the overall routability of the FPGAs, extra isolation buffers are added to the multibit architecture to cancel this unfair advantage. For the multibit architecture shown in Fig. 12(b) , two isolation buffers, instead of one, are counted for every multibit logic block position that a track passes. (Note that the adjusted isolation buffer placement slightly disadvantages the multibit architecture since all routing channels in Fig. 12(b) should contain two tracks.) 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The multibit routing architecture has been used to implement several benchmark circuits using the datapath-oriented CAD flow shown in Fig. 13(a) . We developed a set of 15 benchmark circuits by extracting pieces from the Pico-Java processor from Sun Microsystems [35] , which cover all the major datapath components of the processor. These circuits are synthesized into LUTs using the EMC datapath-oriented synthesis process as described in [22] , which preserves the regularity of datapath circuits while attempting to minimize area. Table VI gives the name, size (number of BLEs) of each circuit for each synthesis granularity value (here the synthesis granularity is defined to be the maximum datapath width that is preserved by the synthesis process and is an input to the synthesis).
The synthesized circuits are then packed into multibit logic blocks using the CNG datapath-oriented packing algorithm as described in [23] . The algorithm packs adjacent bit-slices into a series of logic blocks and the packed circuits are then placed using a placement algorithm modified from the VPR placer [13] , as described in [24] . This datapath-oriented placer moves each multibit logic block as a single unit if it contains adjacent bitslices. Otherwise, each logic cluster is optimized individually. The placed circuits are then routed using the CGR datapath-oriented router as described in [24] , which is modified for the efficient use of bus-based routing resources. Using a set of specially designed cost functions, the router tries to balance the use of the bit-based and the bus-based routing resources based on routing congestion and the goal of timing optimization. Fig. 13(b) shows the CAD flow used for implementing the same circuits on the comparable conventional routing architecture. For this flow the best available flat synthesis results are used instead of the regularity preserving datapath synthesis. The T-VPack algorithm is then used for packing and the VPR tools [13] are used for placement and routing.
The area results are measured at the end of the CAD flows. For each multibit architecture, a set of experiments was performed by repeatedly invoking the CGR router over a range of values for and . For each invocation a fixed value of is first chosen in increments of starting from 0 bus-based tracks per channel. Then, the router is instructed to search for the minimum number of additional bit-based routing tracks, , that is needed in order to successfully route each circuit. The resulting architectures are then classified into fixed percentile ranges based on the percentage of bus-based routing tracks in the routing channels.
Within each percentile range, the minimum area obtainable for each circuit is first recorded and then averaged across the benchmarks using arithmetic averaging. Note that since arithmetic averaging is used, the results presented here contain a higher percentage of contribution from the larger benchmark circuits and the results on granularity, proportion, and area are presented in turn.
A. Effect of Granularity on Area
Fig. 14 plots the average area required to implement the benchmark circuits against the granularity value for the multibit architecture. Here the granularity is shown on the -axis and the area is shown on the -axis. The plot contains two curves. The top curve represents the best area obtainable by a set of multibit architectures that contain no bus-based tracks. The bottom curve represents the most area efficient multibit architectures containing bus-based tracks. The percentile ranges of bus-based tracks used by the architectures are labeled beside each data point on the bottom curve.
As shown, for all granularity values, the bus-based routing tracks can be used to increase the area efficiency of the multibit architecture. For example, when is equal to 2, the best architecture with bus-based tracks is 5.6% smaller than the architecture with no bus-based tracks and when is equal to 4, the best architecture with bus-based tracks is 11% smaller. Overall, the most area efficient multibit architectures have a granularity value of 4 and have a bus-based track count that is between 50% and 60% of the total number of routing tracks per channel. This is significantly different from the best granularity values for implementing the ideal datapath model, where, as discussed in Section II, higher granularity values always result in higher area efficiency. The difference is due to the fact that, unlike the ideal model, a significant percentage of signals in the benchmark circuits cannot be grouped into -bit wide buses and, as shown by Fig. 15, with increasing the percentage of signals that can be grouped into -bit wide buses decreases nearly monotonically across all benchmark circuits. set of multibit architectures with a fixed granularity value. An "*" marks the location of the minimum area on each curve. As shown, the most area efficient proportion of bus-based tracks remains within the range of 30%-60% for all granularity values.
B. Effect of Proportion of Buses on Area
The best proportion values also closely correlate to , the percentage of signals that can be grouped into -bit wide buses after packing, since these signals can be most efficiently routed through the bus-based routing tracks. In the figure, the percentile range that resides in is marked by an "o" for each granularity value and the graph shows that, with the exception of , the most area efficient percentile range is always less than 1 percentile range away from .
C. Multibit Versus Conventional Routing
To compare the multibit routing architecture against the conventional architecture, two sets of experiments were performed. The first set determines the most area efficient values for the numerical parameters described in Section III. These values are then used in the second set of experiments to measure area.
The best values for three numerical architectural parameters, including , and , were systematically searched using a divide-and-conquer approach to reduce the number of searches required to explore the three-dimensional (3-D) design space. To further reduce the number of searches, only the multibit architectures that contain no bus-based tracks are used for and . It is assumed that the results are equally applicable across all variations of the multibit architectures and each is described in turn.
As it is described in [13] , for the conventional FPGA architecture, the most area efficient values for are equal to . Using the same set of experiments, it is found that the same formula applies to the multibit architecture containing no bus-based routing tracks. Fig. 17 plots routing area against for the multibit routing architecture. As shown, the best routing area occurs when is equal to 0.4. Interestingly, the best value for the conventional routing architecture is also equal to 0.4. Fig. 18 is a plot of the average area required to implement the benchmark circuits versus the track length . It is assumed that 50% of the tracks in the multibit architecture are bus-based and is always equal to . In the figure, the -axis represents , which ranges from 1 to 16. The -axis represents the area. There are four curves in the figure and each represents a unique cluster size , including 2, 4, 8, and 10. For these cluster sizes, is set to be 4, 10, 18, and 22, respectively. These values of are shown to generate good area results for their corresponding cluster sizes [13] . As shown, the cluster size of 4 and the track length of 2 are the best architectural choices for the multibit routing architecture. Furthermore, the track length of 2 is always the most area efficient value across all cluster sizes. Finally, using the same experiment, the best value for the conventional routing architecture is determined also to be 2. 19 plots the total area versus the percentage of tracks that are bus-based for the multibit architecture. As shown, when there are only a small percentage of bus-based routing tracks (0%-20%), the implementation area of the benchmarks actually increases with the increasing bus-based track count; and there are two main causes of this increase. First, when there are only a few bus-based tracks, not all logic block input pins can be connected to all logic block output pins through these tracks. This limitation dramatically reduces the usefulness of the bus-based connections, hence, resulting in the increases in area. A secondary cause is that when the bus-based tracks are added to the routing fabric, routing resources are differentiated into two types-the bus-based connections and the bit-based connections. This differentiation reduces the routing flexibility of the routing fabric and also accounts for the rise in area.
As the number of bus-based tracks is increased to the 20%-30% range, enough logic block pins can be connected to each other through the bus-based connections, and the benefit of bus-based routing starts to outweigh the decreases in flexibility. As a result, the total area required to implement the benchmark circuits decreases until it reaches the minimum at the 40%-50% range. When the number of bus-based tracks is further increased, the number of bus-based connections provided by the architecture starts to exceed what is actually required by the circuits. As a result, the router is forced to use bus-based tracks to route individual signals, which reduces the area efficiency of the multibit architecture past the 50% point.
Overall, the best area for the multibit architecture is achieved when bus-based tracks account for 40% to 50% of the total number of routing tracks. At this point, the benchmark circuits use 6% less area as compared to the multibit architectures that contain no bus-based tracks. It is interesting to note that even though 90% of the LUTs in the benchmark circuits belong to four-bit wide datapath components, only 40% to 50% of the tracks should be bus-based. This is because many datapath components are not only connected by buses but also by a substantial amount of non-bus control signals (only 48 % of the signals in the benchmarks can be grouped into 4-bit wide buses) and as a result, even highly regular circuits still might need a substantial amount of bit-based tracks.
Compared to the conventional architecture, all multibit architectural variations performed better. Even with no bus-based routing tracks, the multibit architecture is 3.6% smaller due to the more efficient datapath-oriented placement and routing. Overall, the best multibit architecture is 9.6% smaller than the best standard architecture, which represents a routing area reduction of over 14%. Note that the theoretical maximum area saving as predicted in Table III is 37% for . This area reduction, however, assumes 100% bus-based routing tracks. For the percentile range of 40%-50%, the theoretical maximum area saving is between 15% to 19%. In comparison, our experimental results have achieved between 50% to 64% of this theoretical maximum.
Finally, Table VII lists the per-circuit-behavior of the benchmark circuits. As shown, for the 40% to 50% percentile range, 12 circuits (representing 79% of the total benchmark area) require less area to implement when compared with the conventional FPGA architecture. When compared with multibit FPGA architectures that contain no bus-based tracks, 7 out of 15 circuits, representing 72% of the total benchmark area, require less area to implement.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has explored the relationship between the busbased connections and the area efficiency of FPGAs. To this end, an analytical analysis of the bus-based connections is first presented, which assumes an ideal datapath model. To account for irregularity that is typically present in realistic datapath circuits, the paper then proposes a routing architecture, called the multibit routing architecture, that incorporates both bus-based connections and bit-based connections. A set of experiments was then performed using the architecture and a set of datapath-oriented CAD tools. The principle conclusion of this empirical study are that the granularity value of 4 gives the best area result for the multibit routing architecture. Furthermore, to achieve the best area, 40% to 50% of the total number of routing tracks should be bus-based despite the fact that, in the benchmark circuits, over 90% of LUTs are in regular datapath components. Finally, the best multibit architecture is 9.6% smaller than the best conventional architecture, which represents an overall routing area savings of over 14%.
